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Elsa started forging blades when she was 22, after she got the taste for edge weapons from practicing 

sword fighting in a medial theater stunt company. The president of French blacksmith guild provided the 

opportunity to meet knife makers and to try her hand at forging. The scuba diving career was left behind 

and she dove into the bottomless pit of forging knowledge.  

Giving up her belongings and travelling from workshops to gatherings, she discovering an art she had an 

instinctive knowledge for. She had grown up in a remote area north of Lyon, as long as she can 

remember she has carried knifes, and used cutting tools walking the forests she had to cross if she 

wanted to see other human beings. 

 

After 2 years of carrying her hammers in her backpack, she ended up at the door of a wrought iron 

workshop and stayed in front of it until the “companion” who owned the place accepted her as an 

apprentice. 

 

Thanks to two years of old fashion guidance she signed up in a prestigious wrought iron work company 

with a scholarship in art school. Due to her extensive background of travel and her fluency in English, 

she ended up flying around the world to design and follow high hand interior design iron work projects. 

Meanwhile she pursued the art of fighting, taking up yoseican budo (second at the world cup in 2005, 

numerous national titles and member of the national team)  kick boxing, and contact karate (French title 

in 2008). She walked in many places to take up classes, her work bringing her to travel a lot in the USA, 

her gloves in her suitcase. She also developed her own improvised weapons, and rules of self protection, 

because business traveling exposed her to being alone in places she didn’t know at any time of the day.  

 

After ten year of practicing at the forge, on the mat, and in real life, she considered she could attend 

Fred Perrin’s seminars. The meeting was meaningful for both of them, as they discover their paths were 

running parallel, in what they expected from their practice and their vision of knife making. 

Elsa was directing an ironwork company in Florida and training MMA with ATT Port Saint Lucy, to 

compete in the cage when a serious knee injury made her return to France for surgery at the end of 

2008 and she decided to stay there.  

Fred convinced her that her vision of knife making was original and relevant and that she should develop 

and sell her work. 
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Sharing long hours in the workshop and on the mat, they enrich each other’s work by their common 

vision but from different angles. 

 

What I will demonstrate is how to forge with simple tools and equipment, as opposed to making 

knifemaking very complicated. Using a gas forge and basic materials is enough to make good knives. I 

will also show how to heat treat using color and a bucket of oil (olive, old car, whatever oil that resists 

heat) how to finish handles with basic tools. I try to forge my blades as close to finished as possible so I 

dont have to use the belt sander too much. 

 

I will show stuff that is often very far from how American knifemakers work so it brings something new. 

    


